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Abstract 

The Trapies play an important role in the elimate of the Earth. Gaining insight in the weather 
processes that take place there is of great importance for the understanding of the global climate. 
A tool to comprehend more of these processes are weather models. 

The Weather Research and Forecast model is a next-generation high resolution non-hydrastatic 
meteorological model. It is being developed by different groups in the USA. A growing commu
nity is maintaining and testing it. In this study an early test release was being installed and run. 

A case study for water vapor in the tropics, in particular Surinam, is done with the WRF-model. 
The WRF simulations are being compared with the analysis and forecasts of the European Center 
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. And both model outputs are compared with observations 
in terms of correlation. 

The simulations of WRF show good agreement with the ECMWF analysis and forecasts. At 
higher altitudes (above 10km) the WRF forecasts start to differ significantly. In terms of correla
tion coefficient between the modeled and observed profiles both models haveastrong correlation. 
Th ere is no significant difference between the correlation coefficients of the two different models. 
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IU/e technische universiteit eindhoven 

Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In Surinam, KNMI is coordinating a European research program, STAR (Support for Tropical 
Atmospheric Research). The objective ofthis program is the impravement ofthe the knowledge 
a bout the composition and dynamics of the tropical atmosphere. As part of this research program 
water vapor sounding campaigns are performed. A new type state-of-the-art water vapor sensor 
is being used during these campaigns. 

In order to imprave the understanding of these observations and the processes governing the 
vertical water vapor distribution, the water vapor profiles have to be modeled. We will use two 
models to do this. The hydrastatic model of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF) which has a low horizontal resolution, and the Weather Research Forecast 
(WRF) model which has a high horizontal resolution and is non-hydrostatic. The WRF-model 
is compiled during this study and adapted for initialization with data from the ECMWF. We will 
campare the output of the two models with the observations. 

The main research questions addressed by this work are: 

• Which model is most suitable to forecast the observed water vapor distribution? 

• Which parameters influence the model results and to what extent? 

• In terms of correlation which model prefarms best? 
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IU/e technische universiteit eind hoven 

Chapter 2 

Background 

2. 1 Water vapor in the atmosphere 

The Earth's atmosphere is a comparatively thin layer of a gaseaus mixture which is distributed 
almost uniformly over the surface of the Earth. In the vertical direction more than 90 % of the 
mass of the atmosphere is found below an altitude of only 20 km. In comparison, the horizontal 
dimensions of the atmosphere may be represented by the di stance between the north and south 
poles, and is of the order of 2oooo km. If proportions were preserved, the thickness of the atrno
sphere would be represented on an ordinary office globe by scarcely more than the thickness of a 
coat of paint. [Sal96] 

The atmosphere can be divided into severallayers which differ in composition, temperature and 
stability. Starting from the surface, the main layers are the troposphere, stratosphere, meso
sphere and thermosphere, separated by conceptual boundaries called pauses (e.g. tropopause, 
the boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere) . (see Figure 2.1) 
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the atmosphere 
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In spite of its small relative mass and thickness , the atmosphere constitutes the central com
ponent of the elirnatic system. It shows an impressive amount of detail and great variability of its 
properties both in time and space. 

The atmosphere is composed of a mixture of gases, predominantly molecular nitrogen (78% by 
volume) and molecular oxygen (21% by volume) . The remaining 1% volume of the atmosphere 
consists of trace species like water vapor, argon, carbon dioxide and ozone. Table 2.1 shows the 
atmospheric composition. 

Constituent Tropospheric mixing ratio 
N2 0.7808 
0 2 0.2095 

H20 :::; 0 .040 
Ar 0.0093 

c o 2 345 ppmv 
0 3 10 ppmv 

C H4 1.6 ppmv 
N20 350 ppbv 
co 70 ppbv 
NO o .I ppbv 

CFC-n, CFC-12 0.2 ppbv 

Table 2.1: Chemica! composition (by volume mixing ratio) of the troposphere 

Most of the constituents, N2, 0 2 and inert gas es, are equally distributed up to the mesosphere. 
Contrary tothese constituents the concentration water vapor, H20 is highly variabie especially in 
the troposphere. It varies between o% and 4% by volume. lt decreases strongly with increasing 
altitude in the troposphere and increases again slightly in the stratosphere. The main processes 
cantrolling the humidity concentration are evaporation, condensation and precipitation, transport 
and production by C H 4 oxidation. 

2.1 .1 Role of water vapor in the atmosphere 

Water va por plays a key role in the main energetic and chemica! properties of the Earth's atmo
sphere. Due to the high variability of its concentration in the troposphere, water va por is one of 
the most difficult variables to describe and simulate in numerical models of the atmosphere. 

Radiative role, water vapor as a greenhouse gas 

Water vapor plays an important role in the energy balance and the greenhouse effect of the at
mosphere. The surface temperature is highly dependent on the optica! depth of the atmosphere 
which mainly depends, besides other greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and ozone on the 
water vapor pressure. It introduces a positive feedback, the so-called water vapor feedback. The 
surface temperature determines the maximum of possible water va por content of the atmosphere 
(saturation va por pressure) . An increase of the surface temperature can sharply increase the wa
ter vapor content and this will lead to an increased optica! depth, which further increases the 
surface temperature. The increase of temperature increases the saturation va por pressure and 
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the water content ofthe atmosphere, and so forth. Therefore H20 is a greenhouse gas. 

Several feedbacks among this positive feedback result in an increase of the main surface tem
perature with 33°. This natural greenhouse effect is essential for life on earth. In combination 
with the clouds, this effect influences theEarth's energy balance, in an order of magnitude greater 
than that of co2. 

Chemica! role 

H20 is important in many chemica! reactions in the atmosphere and especially in the upper 
troposphere and lower stratosphere, where it plays a role in both ozone formation and destruc
tion [BOT99). Water vapor is the main souree ofhydrogen radicals (OH) in the troposphere. OH 
is formed by reaction of water va por with excited 0 1 D atoms. 

(2.1) 

0 (1 D) is generated by the photolysis of ozone: 

(2.2) 

OH is the main cleansing agent in the atmosphere and determines its oxidation capacity. Por 
example, reaction with OH is the main remaval mechanism for most hydrocarbons (reaction 2.3) 
and CO: 

OH +CH4 ~ H20 +CH3 

OH +CO~ H +C02 

In part ofthe stratosphere, ozone destruction is governed by reaction with HOx(= OH+ H02) 

Cloud formation 

H 02 + 03 ~ 0 H + 202 

OH + 0 3 ~ H02 + 02 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Water vapor in the trapies plays a key role in regulating the temperature in the so-called ther
mostat hypothesis put forward by Ramanthan and Collins (1991) [RC91) Increased sea surface 
temperatures (SST) lead to increased evaporation especially near the equator, triggering the for
mation of deep convective clouds with associated extensive cirrus outflow. These high cirrus 
clouds shield the radiation from the sun leading to a cooling of the sea surface. This is therefore 
a negative cloud feedback. 

Contrary to this negative feedback during the day of high cirrus clouds in the tropics, low clouds 
have a positive effect on the surface temperature during the night. They reflect the outgoing LW 
radiation emitted by the surface, which tempers the surface cooling during the night. During 
the day they usually have a cooling effect at the surface because they shield the incoming solar 
radiation. 
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2.1.2 Humidity variables 

As described above atmospheric humidity (the amount of water va por present in the atmosphere) 
is important for determining evaporation, atmospheric radiative transfer and certain chemical 
reactions. To describe the concentration water vapor in the atmosphere the variabie relative hu
midity (RH) is often used. This section deals with the thermadynamie laws which describe this 
variable. 

Air and water vapor closely obey the ideal gas law. The partial pressure, e, of water vapor in 
the atmosphere is given by Dalton's law (the ideal gas law) [Curo3] : 

e = PvflvT 

Here Pv is the water vapor density (often referred to as the absolute humidity), Rv is the specific 
gas constant for water, and T is the atmospheric temperature. The atmospheric relative humidity 
is defined as the ratio of the atmospheric va por pressure to the saturation (or equilibrium) va por 
pressure at the temperature of the air, es. To determine es the phase diagram of water needs to 
be considered (figure 2.2). This diagram outlines the relation between the three phases (solid, 
liquid and gas) of water. The existence of the different phases depends on the pressure p and 
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Figure 2.2: Phase diagram of H 20 

the temperature T. When the vapor phase is in equilibrium with the liquid phase, the gas is 
called saturated. In general, the liquid-vapor equilibrium is expressed by the Clausius-Clapeyron 
equation: 

des oS L 
dT oV ToV 

(2.8) 

Where es is the saturation pressure, oS is the entropy gained when a unit mass changes from 
liquid to va por, oV is the increase of volume during this transition and L is the latent heat of 
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vaporization per unit mass. This equation can be simplified using the Dalton law (equation 2.7) 
and the fact that the volume of water va por per unit mass Vv is much larger than that of liquid 
water, so 8V is about equal to Vv. 

Equation 2.9 states that at any given temperature there is one and only one pressure at which va
por is in equilibrium with liquid water. This saturation pressure increases almast exponentially 
with increasing temperature. 

Integration of equation 2.9 is difficult owing to the variation of the latent heat L of va parization 
with temperature. Additionally, application of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for water vapor 
(equation 2.9) todetermine the saturation va por pressure e8 in the atmosphere is not strictly valid 
because of the preserree of other gases, and it differs for liquid water and ice. Hence an empirica!, 
numerical equation derived (ref sonntag) from equation 2.9, is used to calculate the saturation 
vapor pressure for both liquid water and ice (indicated by subscripts w respectively i) : 

esw/i = exp(a1T-1 + a2 + a3T + a4T2 + a5ln T) 

The coefficients ai are presented in tabel 2.2 

Coefficient Liquid water lee 
al -6096,9385 -6024,5282 
a2 16,6358 24 , 7219 
a3 -27,1119.10-3 10,6139.10- 3 

a4 16,7395.10-6 13, 1988.10-6 

a5 2,4335 -0,4938 

(2.10) 

Table 2.2: coefficients of saturation vapor pressure equation 2 .1 0 for both liquid water and ice. 

The relative humidity, RH, is defined as 

RH =_..:._ 
esw 

(2.II) 

where e8 w is the saturation vapor pressure over water. 
RHi, the relative humidity with respect to ice saturation, is defined as 

(2.!2) 

where e8 i is the saturation vapor pressure over ice. The relative humidity is commonly multiplied 
by roo and thus expressedas percentage. 

2.2 Water vapor in the trapies 

To understand the global elimate system, processes in the trapies roerit particular attention. The 
trapies camprise half of the area of the globe, if we consider that the boundaries of the trapies are 
roughly at 30°N and 30°S. Therefore understanding the dynamics and chemical composition of 
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the tropical atmosphere are essential for the global elimate models. 

In the equatorial region, where average solar radiation is greatest, air is warmed at the surface 
and rises (deep convection) . This creates a band oflow pressure, centered around the equator. 
This rising air is replaced by the Trade winds from north and south, so the air from both hemi
spheres converges in this band. This equatorial band oflow pressure is called the Inter Tropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ), see figure 2.5. Figure 2.3 shows the zonal-mean distribution of water 
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Figure 2. 3: Zonal-mean cross sections of the relative humidity in % for annual mean conditions 

va por [P092]. Most water va por is found in the equatorial region at the ocean surface. Introduced 
at the surface of the tropical atmosphere, water va por is carried aloft by deep conveetien (strong 
vertical transport), and horizontal eddies. (figure 2-4) 
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Figure 2+ Main circulation of water va por near equator 

2.2.1 Paramaribo Station 

As stated above the tropics play an important role in the elimate of the Earth. Nevertheless obser
vatories in these regions are scarce. One of the few observatories is the Paramaribo station (5.8N 
and 55.2W) in Surinam. Surinam is of particular interest for atmospheric research in the tropics 
because ofthe passing, twice a year, ofthe ITCZ over Surinam (figure 2.5) . This station has been 
operational since 1999, as a result of a collaboration between the Royal Netherlands Meteoro
logical Service (KNMI) and the Meteorological Service of Surinam (MDS). At the site greenhouse 
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gases and aerosols are being monitored, and the results are contributed to the Global Atrnosphere 
Watch (GAW) database ofthe World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Table 2.3 shows the in
strumentation of the station and the observed parameters. Besides these continuously observed 

Instrument Parameter 
Brewer MKIII col. 03, UV Vmkher 
MAX-DOAS N02, BrO, 03, ClO 
03-monitor 03 at surface level 

Solar Radiation Station global, direct and diffuse radiation, Àint 300·30oonm 
Sunphotometer Aerosol opt. depth ( at 6 diff À) 

Total Sky Imager total sky cloudiness 

Table 2.3: Instrumentation of Paramaribo station 

parameters, there is a weekly balloon sounding to measure vertical profiles of 0 3, temperature, 
RH and wind. In addition tothese weekly RH-profile measurements made with regular Vaisala 
RS8o and RS9o humidity sensors, the station is running a program with the Snow White (SW) 
instrument, chilled-mirror hygrometer. These SW state of the art humidity sensors are sounded 
on an irregular base. The advantage of the SW over the Vaisala humidity sensors is its accuracy 
in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere where the RS sensors lose detail. 

2.2.2 Climatology of Paramaribo 

Surinam has a typkal rain forest elimate . Locally the precipitation can be just below the mini
mum value as defined fora tropical elimate (6o mm in the most dry month). The average yearly 
temperature in Paramaribo is 27,3° C. The daily average maximum temperature is highest in 
October (33 , 0° C) and lowest in January (29, 8° C) . During the whole year, the average minimum 
temperature lies close to 23° C. The mean relative humidity at surface level, on an annual mean 
base is 8o% and on average 6o% of the sky is covered with clouds. 

The seasons in Surinam are determined by the annual migration of the Inter Tropical Con
vergence Zone (ITCZ). [Peto2]. The distinction between the wet and dry seasons is related to 
the position of the ITCZ. The wet seasons (December-January and April-July) correspond with 
the period when the ITCZ is located mainly above Surinam. During the dry seasons (February
March and August-November) the ITCZ is located south (Feb-Mar) or north (Aug-Nov) of Suri
nam. During the second dry season the air transported to Surinam comes from the Southem 
Hemisphere. From a meteorological point of view, Surinam is located in the Southem Herni
sphere during this long dry season. The migration of the ITCZ over Surinam (red spot) is shown 
in figure 2.5. [Walo3] 

2.3 This study 

Numerical weather roodels are used to simulate and predict the global elimate and local weather 
conditions. There are many models, which differ in characteristics such as scale, chemistry and 
physics. These roodels are continuously under development and being improved. In these mod
els water vapor distribution is a key element, which is only partly understood due to its high 
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Figure 2.5: migration ofiTCZ over Paramaribo (red spot) 

variability in time and space. 

This study will compare the observed RH profiles of the SW soundings with the RH profiles 
generated by two models. The main model used in this study is the new state of the art WRF 
model, which is still under development. This model is installed and run during this study. 
The main characteristic of the model is its high horizontal resolution. lt is especially developed 
for horizontal resolutions in the order of I km - wkm. Therefore it is a so-called mesaseale model. 

The other model used in the study is the global ECMWF model. This model is generally used 
for weather forecasting and research in Europe and has proven its reliability. The horizontal 
resolution of the model is approximately 6okm by 6okm , a so-called large scale model. 
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IU/e technische universiteit eindhaven 

Chapter 3 

Description of models and measurements 

3.1 Atmospheric Modeling 

3.1.1 Basic equations 

The atmosphere is mathematically described by a closed system of six physical equations with 
specified boundary conditions [Pero3]. Two equations are diagnostic and describe the static rela
tion between different parameters. 

• The I deal Gas Law gives the equation of state for an ideal gas as a relation between pressure 
P, density p, and temperature, T. 

P = pRT (3.1) 

• The Hydrastatic equation expresses the approximate relationship between the density of 
the airpand the change of pressure with height Z. 

äp 
-= - pg 
äz 

(3 .2) 

The other four equations are prognostic and describe the changes with time of the wind com
ponents u, v, w, temperature T, and water va por content of an air parcel Q, and of the surface 
pressure, Po . 

• The equation of continuity expresses the mass conservation and determines the vertical 
velocity and change in the surface pressure. 

• The equation of motion describes how the momenturn of an air parcel changes due to the 
pressure gradient and the Coriolis force. Included are also the effects of turbulent drag and 
gravity wave breaking. 

• The thermadynamie equation expresses how the change in an air parcel temperature is 
brought about by adiabatic cooling or warming due to vertical displacements. Other phys
ical processes like condensation, evaporation, turbulent transport and radiative effects are 
also included. 

• The conservation equation for moisture assumes that the moisture content of an air parcel 
is constant, except for losses due to precipitation and condensation, and gains by evapora
tion from clouds and rain or from the oceans and continents. 
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Due to the characteristics of these equations, i.e. they are nonlinear partial differential equations, 
a precise analytica! salution is not possible. The method to solve them is to approximate them 
numerically. This concept is called Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) . Classically the salution 
was obtained by iterating them to an acceptably close approximation. However nowadays they are 
being solved by discretisation for global modelsin the speetral domain. (NWP) . [Peto4] 

3.1 .2 Parametrization of physical processes 

The above six basic physical equations describe the main atrnospheric model. The atrnospheric 
phenomena described by these equations span a very wide range of scales both in time and 
space. [Elyo2] For instance, general circulation featuresextend for 10ookm or moreinspace and 
last for days to weeks whereas boundary layer turbulent flows persist only for a few minutes with 
dimensions of the order of centimeters to meters. In order to take into account these smali-scale 
disturbances inspace and time on the larger scales , explicitly resolved by the model, their effect 
is being parameterized by including a term in the equations that gives a simplified description of 
the phenomena. Parametrization is the calculation of the overall effect on a grid cell in terms of 
known grid scale variables. 

The main physical phenomena that are taken into account using parametrization are: 

• The orography 

• The planetary boundary layer 

• The radiation 

• The cloucis 

• The hydrological cycle 

3.1.3 Spatial resolution 

An important parameter of an atrnospheric model is its spatial resolution. In the horizontal 
direction nowadays the distance between two grid points is usuallyin the range of 1-10km for 
mesaseale models (regional models) and so-wokm for global (large-scale) models. Global mod
els use rectangular or Gaussian horizontal grids and sametimes perform part of their calculations 
in speetral space. Regional models usually operate on a rectangular longitude-latitude grid. 

In the vertical direction there are several coordinate systems [P092] that can be used such as 
the z system (meter), thee system (potential temperature), the p system (hPa) and the a system 
defined by equation 3-3 

a = 
Po-Pt 

(3 ·3) 

Here Po is the surface pressure and Pt the pressure at the top of the model domain. Presently, 
most meteorological models use the a-system or a combination of the a-system and pressure 
(hybrid a-pressure coordinates) . With the a-system the problem of ha ving a vertical coordinate 
system that intersects the mountains is reduced, because the a = 1 surface coincides, even over 



mountains, with the Earth's surface. Furthermore, with this system it is easier to incorporate 
the vertical exchange processes in the planetary boundary layer. At the top of the vertical domain 
a = 0 and at the Earth's surface a = 1. However, high up in the stratosphere the influence 
of the surface is no longer feit. Therefore models with high lids usually make use of pressure 
coordinates. In the hybrid a-pressure system there is a smooth transition from a-coordinates 
near the surface to pressure coordinates in the stratosphere. 

3.1.4 Boundary and initial conditions 

At the boundaries of a model's domain and at the beginning of a run, we are confronted with a 
problem: how does the model interpret data that is entering and leaving the domain and what is 
the condition of the atrnosphere in the domain at the start of a run? This is where boundary and 
initial conditions come into play. They inform the model of the initial atrnospheric conditions 
in the domain and of the state of the air entering the model's domain on the upstream side. 
This allows the model to accurately compute how the air evolves after it has moved into the 
domain. In the same way as a forecaster cannot accurately make a forecast without analyzing 
the current conditions, a forecast model cannot accurately forecast the atrnospheric phenomena 
without ingesting the initial and boundary conditions. 

3.2 The model of the European Center tor Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF) 

The ECMWF was set up in 1975 with the aim of providing weather forecasts for up to several 
days ahead. These were expected to be of great economical value for the European area. The 
first aim was to provide s-day forecasts that had the same accuracy as the 2 day forecasts before 
the "computer age" set off. This has been achieved and the deterministic forecast now have a 
validity up to a bout 8 days ahead. The accuracy varies considerably with time and place. In some 
circumstances, useful forecasts up to 10 days can be made, at other times they have hardly any 
predictive accuracy beyond 4 days. 

Nowadays the heart of the ECMWF model is the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), which 
was developed in collaboration with Météo-France (where it is known as ARPEGE). The basic ver
sion ofthe present model code was taken in operation in March 1994. This code includes all the 
features required for three- and four-dimensional variational data assimilation, and for determin
ing optimal unstable perturbations for ensemble prediction. However, the model is continuously 
being updated as improvements become available (several times a year). [Pero3) The ECMWF
model is a hydrastatic model, it uses equation 3.2. 

Spatial resolution 
The vertical coordinate system of the ECMWF model is the hybrid a-pressure system. The verti
cal resolution of the ECMWF model is highest in the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) and lowest 
in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere. The atrnosphere is divided into 6o layers up to o.1hPa 
(about 64km). The levels in the lower and middle troposphere are a-levels which follow the 
Earth's surface. Intheupper stratosphere and mesosphere surfaces the levels follow surfaces of 
constant pressure p. See figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.I: verticallevels of ECMWF 

For its horizontal resolution the ECMWF model uses two different numerical representations: 
The first, a speetral method, is based on a spherical harmonie expansion, truncated at total wave 
number sn, for the representation of fields and the computation of horizontal derivatives in dy
namics computations. 
The second is a grid point representation used for computing parametrizations of physical pro
cesses and the consequent tendencies. The so-called Gaussian grid, is quasi-regular in longitude 
and in latitude. Due to the convergence of the longitudes toward the poles, certain cells are 
merged polewards, so that the east-west radial distance between the points increases polewards, 
but the geometrie distance varies much less. The average geometrie distance between the grid 
points is about 6okm. 

Analysis 
At ECMWF four global analyses per day are producedat oo, o6, I2 and I8UTC. These are ob
tained by two "four-dimensional variational data assimilation" (4DVAR) minimisation cycles run
ning from 03 to IS UTC and from IS to 03 UTC. The analysis is performed by comparing the 
observations directly with a very short forecast, using exactly the samemodel as the operational 
medium-range forecast. The differences between the observed values and the corresponding val
ues predicted by the short-range forecast are used to make a correction to the first-guess field 
in order to produce the atrnospheric analysis. These analyses are used as initia! and boundary 
conditions for the subsequent medium-range forecast model simulations. 
Forecasts 
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ECMWF runs two main forecast suites. One produces global 10-day forecasts basedon the 12 UTC 
analysis. The second one produces global 3-day forecast run four times a day based on the four 
analyses made each day. A few of the parameters computed in these forecasts are summarized in 
table p. 

ECMWF model variabie output 
Temperature 

Wind (U, V and W components) 
Specific humidity 

Table p: Primary ECMWF model output variables 

These primary parameters can be used to derive other atmospheric parameters like potential 
vorticity, geopotential height, vorticity and divergence. Apart from these primary parameters, a 
large number of other surface and atmospheric parameters is archived, e.g. cloud cover, that play 
a role in the parameterizations or that can be diagnosed. All parameters are achieved at 3-hourly 
intervals from 3 to 72 hours and every 6 hours from 72 to 240 hours. 

3.3 The Weather Research Forecast model (WRF) 

The Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) is being developed in the USA in a collaborative effort 
by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Center for Environmen
tal Prediction (NCEP) , the Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) , the Air Force Weather Agency 
(AFWA), Oklahoma University (OU) and other university scientists . The WRF project aims at 
developing a next-generation mesoscale forecast model and assimilation system that will advance 
both the understanding and the prediction of mesoscale precipitation systems and will promote 
closer ties between the research and operational forecasting communities. The model incorpo
rates advanced numerics and data assimilation techniques and improved physics, particularly for 
dealing with convection and mesoscale precipitation. It is intended for a wide range of applica
tions, from idealized research to operational forecasting, with particular emphasis on horizontal 
grids of 1-10km. The flowchart of the WRF modeling system is presented in figure 3-2. 

The WRF model is a fully compressible, nonhydrostatic model (with a hydrostatic option 3.2) . 
See equations 3.6 till 3.13. lts vertical coordinate is a terrain-following hydrostatic pressure co
ordinate. The grid staggering is the Arakawa C-grid. The model uses the Runge-Kutta 2nd and 
3rd order time integration schemes, and 2nd to 6th order adveetion schemes in both horizontal 
and vertical directions. It uses a time-split small step for acoustic and gravity-wave modes. The 
dynamics conserves scalar variables. 

The flowchart illustrates the component programs of the WRF Modeling System. The WRF 
model can be run with either idealized initialization or real-data initialization. In the release used 
(version 1.3, 2003), the WRF model supports the Eulerian mass core, referred to as the advanced 
research WRF (ARW) dynamica! core. The purpose of the ideal.F (pink) and reaLem.F (blue) 
programs is to genera te input and (if necessary) boundary files for the WRF model. This involves 
a hydrostatic balance adjustment in addition to setting up the initial 3d and 2d fields of the WRF 
varia bles. 



The function of the Standard Initialization (green) is to take reai-data analyses on another grid, to 
define the WRF horizontal grid and verticallevels in mass coordinates, to generate map, elevation 
and landuse information for WRF, and to horizontally and vertically interpolate fields to the WRF 
grid. The time-dependent (analysis) fields consist of 3d wind, potential temperature and water 
vapor, and a number of 2d fields. [UCAo4] 

The standard output from SI , real, and WRF model is in netCDF format (one of WRF 1/0 API 
format) and can be displayed by one or more graphic tools: VissD, NCAR Graphics NCL scripts, 
GrADS, or RIP4. Couverters to vissd, GrADS, and RIP4 data formats are available as are sample 
NCL scripts that can take netCDF files as input. [NCAo4] 

WRF Modeling System FlowChart (tor WRFV1 ) 
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WRF 
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Data 
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Sta1\dard 

1 0~ i liz au on 

WRF Model VISuahzatioo 

~ 
Outpu 10/ 

GrADS 
(user-stlpplied) 

~ 

Figure 3.2: The WRF-modeling system 

Model equations ofWRF 
The WRF-model uses mass based vertical coordinates, the sigma coordinate. 

7r - 7rt 
(T = ---

1-L 
(3-4) 

where 1r is the hydrastatic pressure, and JL represents the difference in hydrastatic pressure be
tween the base and the top of the model column 

JL = 1rs- 1rt (3·5) 

Here, 1r 8 and 7rt stand for the hydrastatic pressure at the surface and the top of the model atmo
sphere.The standard number ofvertical WRF levels is 31. 
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The equations governing a dry, inviscid and adiabetic nonhydrastatie atrnosphere in the <T-coordinate 
are: 

Dv 
- ( 1 + é) \1 a cP - a V' a P + fk X V (3.6) 

Dt 
aT \!T .OT a(ap V' .op) (3 ·7) 
at 

- V· a - !7- + - - +V· aP + !7-
a() cp at a() 

Of..L 
- \1 a · (f..Lv) + Of..LáO!J (3.8) 

at 
pa RT (3·9) 

1 8cjJ 

f..L a<T 
-a (3.10) 

1 ac/J .ac/J 
(3 .11) w -(-+V· V' acP + <T-) 

9 at a!J 
1Dw 

(3.12) é 
g Dt 

op 
1 +é (3.13) 

01f 

Here in order of appearance, v is the horizontal wind vector, a is the inverse of the density of 
air p, pis the actual, nonhydrastatie pressure, Ris the gas constant for dry air, T temperature, cjJ 
geopotential and w is the vertical wind coordinate. The other syrnbols used have either their usual 
meaning, ortheir meaning is self-evident. Note that c/J, w and é arenotindependent variables. 

Equation 3.6 is the equation of horizontal motion, 3·7 is the thermadynamie equation, 3.8 is 
the mass continuity equation, 3-9 is the gas law, po is the hypsometric equation, 3-11 is the equa
tion of compressible continuity and 3-13 the equation of vertical motion. 

The method of solving of this system of nonhydrastatie equations is presented in [JJNol]. The 
parameter é is the central point of the extended, nonhydrastatie dynamics. As can be readily 
verified, if é is zero, the considered equations reduce to the hydrastatic system of equations. 

3.3.1 lnitialization of WRF and running WRF 

In this study the WRF-model is only used for real-data cases. Therefore we first convert the initial 
and boundary conditions from the ECMWF to the wrf input format. This is done by ECMWF the 
WRFSI script. But WRFSI is not compatible with the ECMWF-format therefore the data from is 
first preprocessed using an extra FORTRAN-script ecm.f. The output ofthis program is compat
ible with WRFSI. 

WRFSI has only once to be run completely to determine the location and grid of the domain 
of interest. After the first completion of WRFSI for the specific domain only the PERL script 
wrfsi.pl has to be run with the original data for different times. The output ofthis PERL program 
is the input for the real program which combines the initial grid conditions and the boundary 
conditions into the two input files for the wrf program. The main wrf program can now be ran 
after adapting the name list, namelist.input, for the specific run. See appendix C. 



We used WRF version 1.3 and used a forecast length of 48 hours with 6 hourly boundary condi
tions and initial conditions from the ECMWF. 

3.4 Measurements: the Snow White (SW) instrument 

The observations of water va por profiles in Paramaribo are executed with the state-of-the-art Snow 
White sensor. The concept of the SW hygrometer is the chilled-mirror method that is directly 
based on thermodynamics, and hence can be regarcled as a standard method for measuring the 
water vapor concentrations. A small mirror (3 mm X 3 mm) exposed to the ambient air is cooled 
continuously so that its temperature just equals the dew or frost point temperature. A lampand 
phototransistor are used to monitor the thickness of the dew or frost layer on the mirror and to 
regulate the amount of cooling such that dewjfrost layer remains at constant thickness . Figure 3-3 

Muror 

Figure 3.3: Principle of a chilled mirror hygrometer 

The main features of the Snow White hygrometer are: 

• SW uses a Peltier cooler, which is a thermoelectric device producing a temperature dif
ference between its two sides. The warm side of the slide Peltier device is cooled by the 
ambient air. The mirror attached on the cold side is cooled electrically. SW works with a 
9 V dry cell battery (for the control circuit and lamp) and a 1.5 V dry cell battery (for the 
Peltier coolerand sensor-housing heater). Compared with cryogenic frost point hygrome
ters, the Snow White may have some difficulty in extremely dry regions of the atrnosphere 
such as the middle stratosphere (less than 3-6 % RH) due to the limitation of the Peltier 
cooler. However, SW should be capable of measuring_ water va por profiles from the surface 
up to the lower stratosphere. lts advantage is its smaller size so that it can be used during 
standard balloon soundings. 

• Thermocouple thermometry is used for the temperature measurements of SW, and the 
mirror itself is one of the two contact points of the thermocouple. In other words, the mirror 
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is the thermometer. Therefore, the error and delay of the temperature measurements are 
generally small. 

• One of the characteristics of chilled-mirror sensors is that it is not easy to distinguish be
tween the existence of cloudjparticles and the supersaturation. However, with a heater on 
the sensor housing, SW may be able to provide water content in clouds, by first evaporating 
the icejwater particles. 
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Chapter 4 

Model results 

In chapter 3 the WRF-model is described as well as the ECMWF-model. 
In this chapter we first show that the results of the WRF-simulations give a realistic description 
of the state of the atrnosphere by camparing them with similar ECMWF-analyses made at coarse 
resolution. 

Secondly we investigate if the WRF-model gives a better representation of the water vapor ob
servations. This is done by calculating correlations between the modeled and observational time 
series. Correlations between the modeled and observed profiles arealso analyzed. To put it briefiy 
we would like to answer the following questions: 

• Are the WRF-simulations in agreement with the ECMWF-simulations? 

• How do the model simulations campare to satellite observations of clouds? 

• Which model perfarms best in terms of linear correlation between the simulations and 
observed profiles, WRF or ECMWF? 

• What is the infiuence of interpolation, resolution and forecast length on the correlation 
coefficient? 

4.1 Evaluation of the WAF-model simulations against the ECMWF 
analysis 

As examples of the total model output in the domain of interest (i.e. Surinam) two primary model 
variables, the water vapor contentand the horizontal wind components, are analyzed. Two runs 
of the WRF-model, i.e. for March 1, 2003 oh UTC and February 26, 2004 oh UTC, are quali
tatively compared with the ECMWF-analysis at 3 different verticallevels: 7oomb (3km), 5oomb 
(5,6km) and 2oomb (n,8km). The forecast length of the WRF model simulations is 48 hours. 
The 6 hourly boundary values and the initia! conditions are ECMWF analysis and were obtained 
from the ECMWF database using the Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System (MARS). 

The horizontal model grid extends in North-South direction from 0°N tilll0°N and in the East
West direction from 50°W till60°W. In this domain Paramaribo (5 .8°N, 55.2°W) is located almast 
exactly at the center of the grid. The number ofWRF-grid points in this domain is taken 90X9o 
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resulting in a horizontal resolution of the WRF grid of 14km whereas the number of ECMWF
grid points is roXro . The ECMWF grid resolution is about rookm. 

To produce the field plots, GrADS (Grid Analysis and Display System) software package has 
been applied. In order to produce field plots using GrADS, the original WRF-output, which 
is in the NetCDF-file format (Network Common Data Form) , has been converted with the WRF
to-GrADS package (see figure 3.2) to the input format needed by GrADS. The ECMWF-data is 
already GrADS compatible. 

We used the ECMWF analyses in this section to compare with the WRF-forecasts, because the 
analyses of ECMWF are a more realistic simulation of the atmosphere than the ECMWF fore
casts. The ECMWF forecasts for the same cases are presented in Appendix A.r. 



4.1.1 RH and wind fields 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the WRF and ECMWF relative humidity at 7oomb for March 1, 2003 
oh, and Figures 4·3 and 4·4 the conesponding wind vectors. Wind veetors areplottedas barbs. 
The wind barbs indicate wind direction and speed. They point in the direction the wind is blow
ingjcoming "from". The wind speed is represented by the barbs, each long barb represents 5 mjs 
and a short barb 2. smfs. For reasans of readability the wind from WRF is plotted only for one of 
each 6 grid points. 
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Figure 4-1: RH field at 7oomb WRF fore
cast (48h), on March 1, 2003 ooh UTC. 
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Figure 4.2: RH field at 7oomb ECMWF 
analysis, on March 1, 2003 ooh UTC. 

The relative humidity distributions show the same large scale structure, however the WRF
model shows more details. The wind field of ECMWF varies only little over this small domain 
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Figure 4.3: Wind field at 7oomb WRF fore
cast (48h), on March r, 2003 ooh UTC 
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Figure 4+ Wind field at 7oomb ECMWF 
analysis, on March 1, 2003 ooh UTC 



but is largely consistent with that from WRF as well. This shows that WRF seems to have been 
implemented correctly on our computer system. 

Figures 4·5 and 4.6 show similar plots at 5oomb. Again WRF and ECMWF are consistent, 
but WRF provides more details. 

RH WRF 500mb 2003-03-01 PA07 

Figure 4.5: As fig. 4-1 but at 5oomb 
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Figure 4.6: As fig . 4.2 but at 5oomb 
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The figures 4·9 and 4.ro show the RH-fields at 2oomb. In this case the situation is different, 
the large scale variations in RH differ significantly. 

RH WRF 200mb 2003-03-01 PA07 
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Figure 4-9: As fig. 4.1 but at 2oomb Figure 4-ro: As fig. 4.2 but at 2oomb 

A reason for the larger differences may be the strong variations in RH at upper levels, which 
are also evident in the balloon soundings that will be shown later. And the fact that WRF is run 
in the non-hydrastatic mode which could have great influence on the RH distribution at higher 
altitudes because of the strong convection in the tropics. 

The wind fields figures 4-u and 4.12 still seem to match quite well. 
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Figure 4.u: As fig. 4·3 but at 2oomb 
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The next series of figures 4-13 till 4.24 show the RH-fields and wind fields at the same vertical 
levels as the case befare but for February 26, 2004 oh UTC. 
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Figure 4.13: RH field at 7oomb WRF fore
cast (48h), on February 26, 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 4.15: Wind field at 7oomb WRF fore
cast (48h) , on February 26, 2004 ooh UTC 
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Figure 4.14: RH field at 7oomb ECMWF 
analysis, on February 26, 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 4.16: Wind field at 7oomb ECMWF 
analysis, on February 26, 2004 ooh UTC 



RH WRF 500mb 2004-02-26 PA14 

Figure 4.17: As fig . 4-13 but at 5oomb 
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Figure 4.19: As fig . 4.15 but at 5oomb 
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Figure 4-18: As fig . 4-14 but at 5oomb 
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Figure 4.20: As fig . 4.16 but at 5oomb 



RH WRF 200mb 2004-02-26 PA14 

Figure 4.2r : As fig . 4 ·I3 but at 2oomb 
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Figure 4.23: As fig. 4.r5 but at 2oomb 
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Figure 4.22: As fig. 4.r4 but at 2oomb 
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Figure 4.24: As fig. 4.r6 but at 2oomb 

Again the wind fields are consistent for the three levels. The RH-fields show again an anomaly 
at 2oomb whereas the RH-fields at the two lower levels generally have a very similar structure. 



The qualitative comparison of the 2 simulations leads to the following conclusions: 

• The results show good agreement between the RH fields at low altitudes 7oomb and 
soomb. However the RH fields at 2oomb show significant differences in spatial structure 
between the two models. 

• By and large the wind fields tend to differ only slightly. In some cases the higher horizontal 
resolution of the WRF-model results in a more detailed wind field than represented by 
ECMWF. However the general directions ofboth model outputs are in good agreement. 
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4.1 .2 Cloud cover 

A parameter that is related to the water va por content is the cl oud cover variable. Clouds occur in 
saturated parts of the atmosphere (RH=wo%) . The cloud cover is observed with satellites; one 
example of these observations is qualitatively compared with the RH field at soomb of both the 
models and the high cloud cover variabie of the ECMWF model. High cloud cover is defined as 
all the clouds between 4km and 6km (about 6oomb and 45omb) . 

Figure 4-25: Cloud coverage observed on 
February 26, 2004 ooh UTC above Suri
nam with NOAA-satellite at IR-channel, 
white colors indicate high clouds. 
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Figure 4-2T As fig . 4.21 but at soomb 

Figure 4.26: High cloud coverage ECMWF 
analysis on February 26, 2004, oh UTC. 
The darkest black color corresponds to a 
cloud cover of more than 90%. 
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Figure 4-28: As fig . 4.22 but at soomb 
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The water va por distri bution of the WRF-forecast apparently shows the best agreement with 
the observed cloud coverage distribution. The ECMWF-analysis, RH-field and high cloud cover
age, show roughly the same pattem but due to the low horizontal resolution, no detailed struc
tures can be distinguished in the ECMWF fields. Besides some agreements between the observa
tions and the modeled fields there are still significant differences between WRF and the satellite 
observations. Clouds are notoriously difficult to simulate in numerical atrnosphere models. 
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4.2 Water vapor profiles 

Here we investigate how well WRF and ECMWF simulate the observed water va por profil es. The 
observations of the vertical water va por distri bution above Paramaribo were all done with the SW
sensor. There were three sounding campaigns in Surinam, which resulted in 16 observations of 
water vapor profiles. In table 4.1 below the dates of the 16 soundings are shown. 

flight nr date flight nr date flight nr date 
PAo I 16·10·2002 PAo6 29·01·2003 PA12 11·02·2004 
PAo2 17·10·2002 PAo7 28·02·2003 PA13 18·02·2004 
PAo3 18·10·2002 PAo8 31·03·2003 PA14 25·02·2004 
PAo4 22·10·2002 PAo9 30·04·2003 PAIS 10·03·2004 
PA os 23·10·2002 PAIO 30·05·2003 PAI6 17·03·2004 

PAn 30·06·2003 

Table 4 .1: SW soundings made at Paramaribo station between October 2002 and March 2004 

The launch of all sounding balloonstook place between 22.15h and 23.ooh UTC. The average 
flight time of the sounding balloons is about 1.5h which makes a comparison with the model 
simuiatien at ooh UTC a reasonable choice. 

4.2.1 Extraction and interpolation methad 

Extraction of profiles from model simulations 

From all the RH fields (not only at the 3 verticallevels presented in the previous sectien but for all 
vertical modellevels in the troposphere), we will extract vertical RH profiles at Paramaribo. The 
top ofthe vertical domain ofWRF somb (19km) , leads to 22 vertical WRF levels and correspond
ingly 38 ECMWF levels. Paramaribo is almest centered in both model domains, this has been 
done to minimize boundary problems. 
To obtain the water va por profiles from the model simulations we used the following methods for 
extracting them from the model output. 
For the ECMWF simulations,the RH profiles were calculated from the primair model variables 
Q, absolute humidity and T, temperature using equations 2.11 , 2.7 and 2.10. These equations 
arealso used in WRF. For the WRF forecasts , the RH profiles were written to the wrf-grads input 
file,using a FORTRAN script to extract them from the RH-fields. 

lnterpolation of ECMWF and SW profiles to WRF levels 

To make a fair comparison and calculate comparable correlation coefficients between the ob
served and modeled data, the RH profiles all have to be on the same vertical grid. To accomplish 
this, the SW data and the ECMWF data were interpolated to the WRF levels. For this a fortran pro
gram (appendix B.I) was written that interpolates the SW values and the ECMWF values between 
the mid levels of the WRF model using equation 4.1. 

I:: RHi,ejs[(zi + Zi+l)/2 - Zi,b] 
RHwz = ----~~----~~--~~-

L:::[(zi + Zi+ l) / 2 - Zi ,b] 
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With RHi,e/ s the RH value at the SW or ECMWF level Zi and zi,b the bottorn mid level of the 
WRF model. The summatien i over all SW or ECMWF levels is between Zi, b and zi+ l ,b· 

4.2.2 Qualitative comparison of modeled and observed H 2 0 profiles at WRF levels 

Figures 4-29 up to 4·44 show a comparison between the profiles obtained from the SW observa
tions interpolated to the WRF levels, the raw measurements, the ECMWF simulations interpo
lated at WRF levels and the WRF simulations. 
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Figure 4.29: profiles of RH at Paramaribo 
on October 17, 2002 oh UTC from the WRF 
model (green), ECMWF model (red) and 
SW (blue) interpolated to the WRF levels, 
the brown line shows the raw SW data 
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Figure 4-31: As figure 4.29 but on October 
19, 2002 oh UTC 
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Figure 4.30: As figure 4-29 but on October 
18, 2002 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-32: As figure 4.29 but on October 
23 , 2002 oh UTC 
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Figure 4 ·33: As figure 4.29 but on October 
24, 2002 oh UTC 
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Figure 4·35: As figure 4.29 but on March 1, 

2003 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-34: As figure 4.29 but on January 
30, 2003 oh UTC 
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Figure 4.36: As figure 4.29 but on April 1, 

2003 oh UTC 
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Figure 4·3T As figure 4.29 but on May 1, 
2003 oh UTC 
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Figure 4·39 : As figure 4.29 but on July 1, 
2003 oh UTC 
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Figure 4.38: As figure 4.29 but on May 31, 
2003 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-40: As figure 4.29 but on February 
12, 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-41: As figure 4.29 but on February 
19, 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-43: As figure 4.29 but on March 
n, 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-42: As figure 4.29 but on February 
26, 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 4-44: As figure 4.29 but on March 
18, 2004 oh UTC 

A few remarks concerning the SW-observations have to be made. The SW profile of January 
29, 2003 (pao6, figure 4·34) shows no structure above skm and stays at very low RH values. The 
SW sensor did encounter a very dry layer and dried up. After this dry layer the sensor was not 
able to reeover condensation again. This is in accordance with previous observations. [Vömo3]. 
But the layer of higher RH values around 15km present in the modeled profiles is observed with 
another type of water va por sensor, Vaisla RS9o. 

In two cases paos and pao7 (figures 4·33 and 4-35) the observations with SW above 10 km 
show over saturation which indicates the presence of clouds. In the following analysis of the 
profiles, we will not consider these three profiles . 



A qualitative comparison of the obtained profiles leads to the following conclusions: 

• Below 10 km the model profiles agree well with the observations , most structures in the 
water vapor distribution are simulated by the modeled profiles. 

• Above 10 km there are larger differences with the observations. The models do simulate 
some layers with higher RH values, but not at the same height as observed by the SW. 

A reason for the dislocations e.g. pao3, pao4, pan, pa15 and pa16, of the higher RH values 
above 10 km could lie in the fact that the modeled profiles are static in horizontal space. They are 
all obtained at the location of Paramaribo station whereas the observations did describe a path 
in the horizontal space and could have measured RH values at another location as the grid point 
of the models is located. This effect may have some influence but in general in the troposphere 
(up to 2okm) the soundings stay within a radius of wkm of Paramaribo station. Also the height 
dependent delay time of the SW-sensor results in a shift of the SW-profile (from os at the surface 
up to 8os in the tropopause, with a typical vertical velocity of the soundings of sm/s this is a 
vertical displacement of 4oom in the tropopause). [Dolo4] 

In the next section we will quantitatively investigate the relation between the observations and 
the modeled profiles. This will be done in terms of a linear correlation between the modeled and 
the observed profiles. 
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4.3 Analysis in terms of correlation 

To quantify objectively to what extent the modeled water vapor profiles agree with the observa
tions , the statistic oflinear correlation is calculated. 

Linear correlation is a measure for the degree of coherence between two variables. Two vari
ables are positively correlated when the correlation coefficient is positive and close to 1. In the 
case of a negative correlation coefficient the two variables are inversely correlated [Spi92]. Fora 
correlation coefficient near zero they are uncorrelated. The correlation coefficient r between two 
variables X and Y is defined by equation 4.2 

The 9 5 % significanee interval, r min and r max of the correlation coefficient can be computed with 
equation 4-3· 

fmax,min - 1 
rmax ,min = j . + 1 max,m~n 

with fmax,m in defined by equation 4-4 

and z given by equation 4·5 

1 
f max,min = exp(2z + / - 3.92 N _ 

3
) 

(+3) 

(+4) 

(4·5) 

To determine whether the difference between two nonzero r 's, from different experiments 
e.g. the correlation between the WRF profiles and the observations and the correlation between 
the ECMWF profiles and the observations , is itself significant, we use the statistic Z: 

with z1,2 the z-coefficient of equation 4·5 for the two samples. Note that Z is normally distributed. 

The Fortran programs written to calculate these correlation coefficients and the significanee inter
vals use the correlation subroutines of Numerical Recipes in Fortran 77 [Sof92). The correlation 
programs are presentedinappendix B. 
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4.3.1 Correlation between WRF forecasts and observations and between ECMWF 
analyses and observations 

Correlations 

The correlation of the modeled and observed profiles has been calculated for the time series 
(total run) and the vertical distribution. Plots of the 95% significanee intervals of the correlation 
coefficients are presented in appendix A.2. 
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Figure 4·45: Correlation between WRF fore
cast and observations and between ECMWF 
analyses and observations for the total pro
files 
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Figure 4-46: Correlation at WRF modellev
els between WRF 48h FC and observations , 
and ECMWF analyses and observations 

Figure 4·45 showsastrong correlation between the modeled and observed total profiles . Pro
files paas and pao7 show a relatively low correlation. This can be explained by the over saturation 
of the SW-sensor as mentioned before. In the case of pao6 the correlation is high but the ob
servations show very low RH-values and no structure above 8 km. So this correlation coefficient 
does not teil us much about the relation between the modeled profiles and the measured values. 

Figure 4.46 shows large variations in the values of the correlation coefficients depending on 
altitude. Especially towards the tropopause the correlation between the modeled profiles and 
the observations becomes weaker and even negative. This level dependent relation between the 
observations and the simulations in terms of correlation will be further investigated in the next 
section. 



Correlation in parts of the troposphere 

Processes in different parts of the troposphere have different implications for water va por. Bound
ary layer related phenomena and inflow to deep convective clouds occur in the lowest part of the 
troposphere, the first 5km. In the middle part of the troposphere, this is the part from 5km till 
12km, vertical transport is the main characteristic. In the upper troposphere and tropopause out
flow from conveerion and inflow from the stratosphere may become important. Therefore the 
troposphere is tentatively divided into 3 regions, the boundary layer okm<z<5km (BL), the mid
dle troposphere 5km<Z<I2km (MT) and the upper troposphere I2km<Z<2okm (UT) . In these 
three parts the correlation coefficient is calculated. Next figures 4-47, 4.48 and 4·49 show the 
correlation in these three parts for the 16 profiles presented insection 4-1.2. 
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Figure 4-4T A. Correlation in the lowest 5 km of the atrnosphere at WRF-levels between WRF 
forecast and observations and between ECMWF analysis and observations, okm < z < 5 km. B. 
Significanee of the difference between the WRF-correlation and ECMWF-correlation. 

We see that in the boundary layer, figure 4-47 the correlation coefficients between the two 
model simulations and the observations are similar and very strong. There are no differences 
between the two models. 

In the middle troposphere and the upper troposphere, the differences become more clear. But 
these differences between the two models, between the correlation coefficients vary per profile 
. The WRF-model shows sometimes a better correlation (19 out of 32 cases) while in the other 
cases (13 out of 32) the ECMWF-correlation is greater than the one of the WRF. Thus we can not 
state that one of the two models performs better than the other. They both seem to do well. 

The significanee of the differences between the two r coefficients also becomes greater above 
the first 5 km. But none of the significanee values reaches the 95% significanee interval. 
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Figure 4.48: A. Correlation in the middle troposphere at WRF-levels between WRF forecast and 
observations and between ECMWF analyses and observations , skm < z < 12km. B. Significanee 
of the difference between the WRF-correlation and ECMWF-correlation. 
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Figure 4-49 : A. Correlation near the tropopause at WRF-levels between WRF forecast and obser
vations and between ECMWF analyses and observations, 12km < z < 19km. B. Significanee ofthe 
difference between the WRF-correlation and ECMWF-correlation. 
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4.3.2 Correlation between WRF forecasts and observations and ECMWF forecasts 
and observations 

It would be more fair to campare WRF forecasts with the ECMWF forecasts instead of ECMWF 
analyses . The reason is that we would like to determine which model is able to predict most 
accurately the water va por distribution. The profiles of the ECMWF forecasts at WRF-levels are 
presented in appendix A.2. 

Correlations 

Figures 4.50 and 4.51 show the calculated correlation coefficients between the observed and fore
casted profiles. 
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Figure 4-50: Correlation coefficients be
tween forecasted profiles and observations 
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Figure 4-51: Correlation coefficients at WRF 
modellevels between forecasts and observa
tions 

Similar to the correlation coefficients calculated between the ECMWF analysis and the ob
servation, the correlation coefficients between the ECMWF forecasts and the observations show 
weaker correlations at higher altitudes, see figure 4.51. The correlation coefficients of the ECMWF 
forecasts differ slightly from those of the ECMWF analyses . They are smaller than those of the 
WRF forecasts above a bout 6 km till 12km and greater than those of the WRF forecasts above 
12km. We thus find that the WRF-forecasts seem toperfarm worse towards higher altitudes than 
the ECMWF-forecasts. Wether the difference is significant will be investigated next. 

Correlation in parts of the troposphere 

In figures 4.52, 4-53 and 4-54 the correlations in different atmospheric ranges are shown, as well 
as the significanee of the difference between the two model correlations. 
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Figure 4-52: A. Correlation in the lowest 5 km of the atmosphere at WRF-levels between 48h 
FC WRF run, ECMWF FC and observations, okm < Z < 5 km. B. Significanee of the difference 
between the WRF-correlation and ECMWF-correlation. 
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Figure 4·53 : A. Correlation in the middle troposphere at WRF-levels between 48h FC WRF run, 
ECMWF FC and observations , 5km < Z < 12km. B. Significanee of the difference between the 
WRF-correlation and ECMWF-correlation. 
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Figure 4·54: A. Correlation near the tropopause at WRF-levels between 48h FC WRF run, 
ECMWF FC and observations, 12km < Z < 19km. B. Significanee of the difference between 
the WRF-correlation and ECMWF-correlation. 

It is dear that towards the tropopause the differences between the correlation coefficients be
come more and more significant. Due to the small number of observations, a condusion at the 
95 % significanee level cannot be drawn. However, if the number of observations would be in
creased, the difference in the middle and upper troposphere will become significant sooner than 
in the lower parts of the troposphere. 

In order to compare the difference between the WRF correlation and the ECMWF analysis corre
lation and between the ECMWF forecasts, we did a frequency count of the cases of a significant 
difference above 50 %. For all three parts of the atrnosphere only 4 out of the 16 profiles show a 
significanee of more than 50% for the difference between the correlation coefficients of the WRF 
profiles and the ECMWF analysis. 

In the case of the ECMWF forecasts, the number of profiles with a significant difference of more 
than 50 % increases from 1 in the BL to 7 in the MT up to 9 in the UT. This may indicate that 
the profiles of the WRF-forecasts show more agreement with the ECMWF-analysis than with the 
ECMWF-forecasts . Which makesus condude that the WRF forecasts slightly perfarm better than 
the ECMWF forecasts especially above 12km. A more profound condusion could be made if the 
number of experiments would be increased. But in general we could state that the ECMWF anal
ysis and forecasts perfarm as wellas WRF-forecast in simuiaring the water vapor content in the 
total troposphere. 
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4.4 lnfluence of miscellaneous variables on the correlation coeffi
cient 

Now we will investigate to what extent the correlation coefficient is influenced by: 

• The interpolation of the ECMWF-profile on the vertical WRF levels 

• The resolution of the initialization an boundary conditions for the WRF-model input. 

• The forecast length of WRF. 

4.4.1 lnfluence of interpolation at WRF levels on correlation between ECMWF an-
alyzes and observations 

In order to see to what extent the interpolation of the ECMWF data (38 vertical levels) to the 
vertical WRF grid (22 levels) , influences the correlation between the ECMWF data and the in
terpolated SW data, a comparison is made between the correlations for interpolation to different 
numbers oflevels. 
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Figure 4-55: Correlation per profile between 
observations and ECMWF (analyses) pro
files at ECMWF levels(38lev) and WRF lev
els(22lev) 
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Figure 4.56: Correlation per level between 
observations and ECMWF (analyses) pro
files at ECMWF levels(38lev) and WRF lev
els (22lev) 

The interpolation of the ECMWF-profiles on the WRF-levels only shows a difference in the 
correlation coefficient at the highest level in figure 4.56. 
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4.4.2 lnfluence of the grid resolution of the boundary values from ECMWF on the 
WRF simulations 

The initialand boundary data, for the WRF runs taken from the ECMWF, are all on the standard 
ECMWF grid resolution (6okmX6okm). The interpolation to the wrf grid (r4kmXr4km) is clone 
with WRFSI. To investigate the influence of this interpolation and the associated dependenee on 
the resolution of ECMWF data, the same WRF runs were executed with boundary and initial data 
from ECMWF interpolated on a 14kmXr4km grid. 
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Figure 4-58: Correlation at WRF levels be
tween model data of WRF 48h FC, with 
large scale and small scale ECMWF input 
data, and observations 

The correlations show minor differences with those obtained with the standard ECMWF grid. 
Hence the sensitivity to the resolution of the boundary conditions is small. 



4.4.3 Dependenee of the correlations on the WRF simulation length 

In two cases (pao7 and pa13) the total run correlation of WRF show lower values (round o.6o) 
whereas the other 14 are at least o.8o. To find out to what extent the runtime length influences 
the correlation value, these two runs are performed on 3 different forecasting time intervals (sim
ulation lengths) i.e. 24h, 48h and 96h. Figures 4-59 and 4-60 show the WRF forecast profiles 
with the 3 different time steps and the interpolated SW profile. 
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Figure 4·59: profile 7 for 3 different forecast 
lengths, 24h, 48h and 96h 

Figure 4-60: profile 13 for 3 different fore
cast lengths , 24h, 48h and 96h 

The calculated correlation coefficients between the WRF simulations with different forecast 
lengths and the interpolated SW profiles are presented in figure 4.61 
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Figure 4.61: Influence of runtime length on correlation between WRF-profile and interpolated 
SW observations 

In both cases the long time run (96h) gives a worse correlation coefficient than the 48h 
forecast. One case (pao13) has an improved correlation fora short time (24h) run. 
The other one (pao7) has a lower correlation for the short time run, but we have to keep in mind 
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that the SW data of pao7 is not totally reliable. 
It might indicate that a longer forecast length has negative influence on the correlation between 
the forecast and the observation, but we recommend extension of this analysis to more cases. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Outlook 

5.1 Summary 

During this research project the WRF-model was installed and tested. The simulations of the 
WRF-model give reasanabie results. In the case of the RH-profiles at Paramaribo it perfarms as 
well as the ECMWF-model forecasts and its analyses. 

We also found that the coarse resolution of the initia! and boundary values does nat gravely affect 
the correlation coefficient between the WRF forecasts and the SW observation. 

The influence of the vertical interpolation of the ECMWF also has only minor effects on the 
correlation coefficient. 

5.2 Outlook 

More simulations with WRF should be performed. For instance, the dependenee of the differ
ence between observations and model on the forecast length should be further investigated. This 
should be done for instanee above the Netherlands were more meteorological observations are 
available. If more observations are available one will be able to make a better statistica! analysis. 

Also WRF could be installed and run at the MDS (Meteo Dienst Suriname) to forecast the RH 
profiles previous to a sounding, this in order to discover whether it is useful to do the soundings 
or nat. 

In the case of the RH-profiles a more detailed study about the observed and simulated struc
tures is recommended to gain more insight in the processes goveming these distributions. For 
instance, what is the relation in the water vapor distribution in the upper troposphere and at
mospheric waves? WRF is a useful tool for this further research because it is a non-hydrastatic 
model. The influence of several WRF options could imprave the simulations and the knowledge 
of WRF. We suggest simulations with a higher horizontal resolution of the WRF grid, in the 
order of r-4km and to obtain forecasts in the hydrastatic mode to camparethem with the ones 
obtained in the non-hydrastatic mode. Especially with the higher grid resolution the influence of 
non-hydrastatic components of the system equations could become more important. 
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Another topic to be investigated is the comparison of the WRF-model withother mescseale mod
els like HIRLAM (the current operationallimited area model used at the KNMI). 
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A Results Continued 

A.1 ECMWF FC RH fields and profiles 

Figures 5.I up to 5.6 show the wind and RH fields of the ECMWF 48h forecast simulation on I 
March 2003, ooh UTC. 
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Figure 5.I: RH field at 7oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on I March 2003 ooh UTC. 

Figure 5.2: Wind field at 7oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on I March 2003 ooh UTC 
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lOf< 

Figure 5.3: RH field at 5oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on I March 2003 ooh UTC. 

Figure 5·5: RH field at 2oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on I March 2003 ooh UTC. 
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Figure 5+ Wind field at 5oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on I March 2003 ooh UTC 
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Figure 5.6: Wind field at 2oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on I March 2003 ooh UTC 

Figures 5·7 up to 5.I2 show the wind and RH fields of the ECMWF 48h forecast simulation 
on 26 February 2004, ooh UTC. 
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Figure 5·T RH field at 7oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on 26 February 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 5.9: RH field at 5oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on 26 February 2004 oh UTC 
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Figure 5.8: Wind field at 7oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on 26 February 2004 ooh UTC 
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forecast, on 26 February 2004 ooh UTC 

Next figure 5.13 shows the 48h ECMWF forecast of high cloud coverage above Surinam. 
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RH ECMWF (FC) 200mb 2004-02-26 PA14 

Figure 5.rr: RH field at 2oomb ECMWF 
forecast, on 26 February 2004 oh UTC 

Figure 5.13: The high cloud coverage of the 
ECMWF 48h forecast on 26 February 2004 
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The next figures ( s.14- s.29)shown, are the RH profiles at Paramaribo station obtained from 
the WRF-model (48h forecast), the ECMWF-model (48h forecast) and the SW observations. 
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Figure 5-14: profiles of relative humidity at 
Paramaribo on 17 October 2002 oh UTC 
from the WRF model (green), ECMWF 
model forecast (orange) and Snowwhite 
(blue) interpolated to the WRF model levels, 
the brown line shows the raw Snowwhite 
observations 
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Figure s.16: As figure S·14but on 19 October 
2002 
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Figure S-IS: As figure s.14but on 18 October 
2002 
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Figure 5.20: As figure 5-14but on 1 March 
2003 
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Figure 5.22: As figure 5-14but on 1 May 
2003 
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Figure 5.24: As figure 5.I4but on r July 
2003 
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Figure 5.23: As figure 5-14but on 31 May 
2003 
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Figure 5.25: As figure 5.I4but on 12 Febru
ary 2004 
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Figure 5.26: As figure 5.I4but on 19 Febru
ary 2004 
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Figure 5.28: As figure 5.14but on n March 
2004 
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Figure 5.27: As figure 5-14but on 26 Febru
ary 2004 
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2004 



A.2 Correlation significanee plots 

In this section the 9 5% significanee intervals of the different correlation coefficients are pre
sented. 
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Figure 5.30: 95 % significanee interval 
of correlation coefficient between wrf fore
casts and observations 
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Figure 5.32: 95 % significanee interval of 
correlation coefficient between ecmwf fore
casts and observations 
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Figure 5-31: 95 % significanee interval of 
correlation coefficient between ecmwf anal
ysis and observations 
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B Programs 

8.1 lnterpolation programs 

The two interpolation programs written to interpolate the ECMWF and the SW profiles at the 
WRF levels are based on equation 4.1. Besides the number of originallevels both programs do 
not differ. 

ECMWF lnterpolation 

FORTRAN program EcmlntWrfinterpolates the ECMWF profilesfram the original emcwflevels to the 
22 WRF levels. 

program EcmlntWrf 
implicit none 
integer:: iuin = 12, iuin = 13 , iuout = 21 
integer, parameter :: mlev = 22, slev = 922, rn=I6 
integer: : imlev, islev, i 
real :: zw(mlev), rhw(mlev), zwbottom(mlev+I) 
real :: ze(slev), rhe(slev), rhew(mlev) 
real :: zb, zt, dz , rhint, dzint 
character'~2 rno 

do i= 1, rn 
if (i<=9) then 

write(rno,fmt=' ("o" ,II)') i 
el se 

write(rno,fmt=' (l2) ') i 
end if 

open(iuin, file='Pa' I lrno I/' .dat', status=' old') 
open(iuin, file= 'Ecm' I lrnol f' .DAT', status='old') 
open(iuout, file='ecmlwrf' I lrnol f' .DAT' , status='unknown') 

! read wrfdata 
do imlev = 1, mlev 

read(iuin,'~ ,end =IOI ,err=IOI) zw(imlev),rhw(imlev) 
end do 

lOlcontinue 



close(iuin) 

! Determine the mid-levels (model level boundaries) zmbottom 
! First mid-level = surface 
! End mid-level = highest modellevel (so this layer is a bit thin) 

zwbottom(I) = o 
zwbottom(mlev+I) = zw(mlev) 
do imlev = 2 , mlev 

zwbottom(imlev) = (zw(imlev-I)+zw(imlev))"<o.s 
end do 

! read Ecmdata 
do islev =I, slev 

read(juin,*,end =Ioo,err=roo) ze(islev),rhe(islev) 
end do 

Ioo continue 
close(juin) 

! Integrate ecmwfl.evels between wrflevel boundaries 
islev =I 

end 

zb=o. 
do imlev =I , mlev-I 

rhint = o. 
dzint = o . 
do 

if (ze(islev).ge.zwbottom(imlev+I)) exit 
zt = (ze(islev)+ze(islev+I)) * o.s 
dz = (zt-zb) 
rhint = rhint+rhe(islev) ''dz 
dzint = dzint + dz 
zb = zt 
islev = islev + I 

end do 
rhew(imlev) = rhintjdzint 
write(iuout,'') zw(imlev) , rhew(imlev) 

end do 
rhew(mlev)=rhe(islev) 
write(iuout,'') zw(mlev) , rhew(mlev) 

close(iuout) 

end do 
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SW I nterpolation 

FORTRAN program SwlntWrfinterpolates the SW profilesfram the original SW levels to the 22 WRF 
levels. 

program SwlntWrf 

!Intgerate SWdata on WRFlevels with normal ECMWF grid (2X2) 

implicit none 
integer:: iuin = 12, iuin = 13 , iuout = 21 
integer, parameter :: mlev = 22, slev = 922, m=I6 
integer: : imlev, islev, i 
real :: zm(mlev), rhm(mlev), zmbottom(mlev+I) 
real :: zs(slev), rhs(slev) , rhsm(mlev) 
real :: zb, zt, dz, rhint, dzint 
character'~2 rno 

do i= 1, m 
if (i<=9) then 

write(mo,fmt='("o",h)') i 
el se 

write(mo,fmt='(l2)') i 
end if 

open(iuin, file='Pa' I lmo I f' .dat', status=' old') 
open(juin, file=' sw' I lmo I/' .DAT', status=' old') 
open(iuout, file='swlwrf' I I mol f' .DAT', status='unknown') 

! read modeldata 
do imlev = 1, mlev 

read(iuin,'\end =IOI,err=IOI) zm(imlev),rhm(imlev) 
end do 

101 continue 
close(iuin) 

! Determine the mid-levels (model level boundaries) zmbottom 
! First mid-level = surface 
! End mid-level = highest modellevel (so this layer is a bit thin) 

zmbottom(I) = o 
zmbottom(mlev+I) = zm(mlev) 
do imlev = 2, mlev 

zmbottom(imlev) = (zm(imlev-I)+zm(imlev)) '~o.s 

end do 

! read SWdata 



do islev =I , slev 
read(juin, '~,end =I oo,err=Ioo) zs(islev) ,rhs(islev) 

end do 

Ioo continue 
close(juin) 

! Integrate sonde between modellevel boundaries 
islev =I 

end 

zb=o. 
do imlev =I, mlev 

rhint = o. 
dzint = o. 
do 

if (zs(islev) .ge.zmbottom(imlev+I)) exit 
zt = (zs(islev)+zs(islev+I)) '~ 0.5 
dz = (zt-zb) 
rhint = rhint+rhs(islev)'~dz 
dzint = dzint + dz 
zb = zt 
islev = islev + I 

end do 
rhsm(imlev) = rhintjdzint 

write(iuout,'~) zm(imlev) , rhsm(imlev) 
end do 
close(iuout) 

end do 

8.2 Correlation programs 

The Fortran programs written to calculate the correlation coefficients between the modeled pro
files and the observed profiles use the subroutine pearsn from Numerical Recipesin FORTRAN 
77 [Sof92] . 

Correlation program ECMWF-SW 

program CORRELATIONECMWsign 
impHeit none 
integer:: iuin = I2 , juin = I3 , crout = 22 , clout = 23 
integer, parameter:: lev= 22, rn = I6 
integer :: ilev , irn 
real :: Zwrf(lev,rn) , RHwrf(lev,rn) , Zswint(lev,rn) , RHswint(lev,rn) 
real :: corRU, corZL, tr, tz , Zr, Zl, rhopl, rhomi 



character'~2 rno 

open(crout,file=' correcm W.DAT' ,status='unknown') 
open(clout,file=' corlecm W.DAT' ,status='unknown') 

!Read data swint and ecmwf 

do irn =I, rn 
if (irn<=9) then 

write(rno,fmt='("o",h)') irn 
el se 

write(rno,fmt=' (12)') irn 
end if 

open(iuin, file='ecmlwrf' 1 lrnol f'.DAT', status='old') 
open(juin, file='swlwrf' I lrnol f'.DAT', status='old') 

do ilev =I, lev 
read(iuin,*,end = 100, err = 100) Zwrf(ilev,irn), RHwrf(ilev,irn) 
read(juin,'\end = Ioo, err = 100) Zswint(ilev,irn), RHswint(ilev,irn) 

end do 

100 continue 
close(iuin) 
close(juin) 

end do 

!Calculate correlation between runs 
do irn =I, rn 

call pearsn(RHwrf(:,irn),RHswint(:,irn),lev,corRU,tr,Zr,rhomi,rhopl) 
write(crout, '~).' ',irn,' ',corRU,' ', rhomi,' ',rhopl 

end do 

!Calculate correlation oflevels 
do ilev =I, lev 

call pearsn(RHwrf(ilev,:),RHswint(ilev,:),rn,corZL,tz,Zl,rhomi,rhopl) 
write(clout, '~).Zwrf(ilev,I},' ',corZL,' ',rhomi,' ',rhopl 

end do 

close(crout) 
close( cl out) 

contains 

subroutine pearsn(x,y,n,r,t,z,rhom,rhop) 
integer:: n 
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real:: r,t,z,rhom,rhop,x(n),y(n) 
real, parameter:: TINY=1.e-2o 
integer:: j 
real:: ax,ay,df,sxx,sxy,syy,xt,yt,num,fmi,fpl 
ax=o. 
ay=o. 
do 11 j=I,n 

ax=ax+x(j) 
ay=ay+y(j) 

11 continue 
ax=axln 
ay=ayln 
SXX=O. 
syy=o. 
sxy=o. 
do I2 j=I,n 

xt=x(j)-ax 
yt=y(j)-ay 
SXX=SXX+xt'~"*2 

syy=syy+yt>'o'<2 
sxy=sxy + xt>'<yt 

I2 continue 
r=sxy lsqrt(sxx'~"syy) 
z=o.s*log(((L+r)+ TINY) 1 ((1.-r)+ TINY)) 

!95% confidence interval 

end 

num=n-3 
fpl=exp(2 '~"Z+3 · 92'~"(IISQRT(num))) 
fmi=exp(2'~" Z·3 · 92*(IISQRT(num))) 
rhop=(fpl-I) I (fpl+ I) 
rhom=(fmi- I) I (fmi+ I) 
df=n-2 
t=r*sqrt(dfi(((L-r)+ TINY)'~" ((L+r)+ TINY))) 
return 
end subroutine pearsn 

Correlation program WRF-SW 

program CORRELATIONWRFsign 

implicit none 
integer:: iuin = I2 , juin = I3 , crout = 22 , clout = 23 
integer, parameter:: lev= 22, rn = I6 
integer :: ilev, irn 
real :: Zwrf(lev,rn) , RHwrf(lev,rn) , Zswint(lev,rn) , RHswint(lev,rn) 
real :: corRU, corZL, tr, tz, Zr, Zl, rhopl , rhomi 



character'~2 rno 

open( crout,file=' corrwrf. DAT' ,status='unknown') 
open( clout,file=' corlwrf. DAT' ,status='unknown') 

!Read data swint and wrf 

do irn =I, rn 
if (irn<=9) then 

write(rno,fmt=' (" o" ,II)') irn 
el se 

write(rno,fmt=' (l2)') irn 
end if 

open(iuin, file='Pa' I lrnol /' .dat' , status='old') 
open(juin, file='swlwrf' I lrnol f' .DAT' , status='old') 

do ilev =I, lev 
read(iuin,*,end = Ioo, err = IOo) Zwrf(ilev,irn), RHwrf(ilev,irn) 
read(juin,'~,end = Ioo, err = IOo) Zswint(ilev,irn), RHswint(ilev,irn) 

end do 

IOo continue 
close(iuin) 
close(juin) 

end do 

!Calculate correlation between runs 
do irn =I, rn 

call pearsn(RH wrf(:,irn) ,RHswint(:,irn) ,lev,cor RU, tr,Zr,rhomi,rhopl) 
write(crout, *),' ',irn,' ',corRU,' ', rhomi,' ',rhopl 

end do 

!Calculate correlation oflevels 
do ilev =I, lev 

call pearsn(RH wrf(ilev,:) , RHswint(ilev,:) ,rn,corZL, tz,Zl,rhomi,rhopl) 
write(clout, '~) ,Zwrf(ilev,I) ,' ' ,corZL,' ',rhomi,' ' ,rhopl 

end do 

close(crout) 
close(clout) 

contains 
subroutine pearsn(x,y,n,r,t,z,rhom,rhop) 

integer:: n 
real :: r,t,z,rhom,rhop,x(n),y(n) 
real, parameter:: TINY=I.e-2o 
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integer:: j 
real:: ax,ay,df,sxx,sxy,syy,xt,yt,num,fmi,fpl 
ax=o. 
ay=o. 
do 11 j=I ,n 

ax=ax+x(j) 
ay=ay+y(j) 

11 continue 
ax=axln 
ay=ayln 
SXX=O. 
syy=o. 
sxy=o. 
do I2 j=I ,n 

xt=x(j)-ax 
yt=y(j)-ay 
SXX=SXX+xt'b~2 

syy=syy+yt'h~2 

sxy=sxy+xt'~yt 

I2 continue 
r=sxy I sqrt( sxx'~syy) 

z=os~log(((L+r}+ TINY) 1 ((L-r}+ TINY)) 
!95% confidence interval 

num=n-3 
fpl=exp(2'~Z+3·92'~ (IISQRT(num))) 

fmi=exp(2*Z·3 · 92'~(IISQRT(num))) 

rhop=(fpl-I} 1 (fpl+I} 
rhom=(fmi-I} I (fmi+ I} 
df=n-2 
t=r*sqrt(dfl (((L-r}+ TINY)*((L+r}+ TINY))) 
return 
end subroutine pearsn 

end 
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IU/e technische universiteit eindhoven 

C WRF namelist 

The namelist presented here is the being used in all the runs described in this report. The bold 
and italicized figures are each WRF run adapted fora different runlengthand case. 

&namelisLoi 
time_step_max= 4560, 
max_dom = 1, 
dyn_opt = 2, 
rk_ord = 3. 
diff_opt = o, 
krn_opt = 1, 
damp_opt = o, 
isffix = 1, 

ifsnow = o, 
ieloud = 1, 
nurn_soil_layers = 5. 
spec_bdy_width = 5. 
spec_zone = 1, 
relax_zone = 4, 
tile_sz_x = o, 
tile_sz_y = o , 
numtiles = 1, 
debug_level = o 

&namelisLo2 
grid_id = 1, 
level= 1, 
s_we = 1, 
e_we = 90, 
s_sn = 1, 
e_sn = 90, 
s_vert = 1, 
e_vert = 31 , 
time_step_counLoutput = 40, 
frames_per_outfile = 120, 
time_step_counLrestart = o, 
time_step_begin_restart = o , 
time_step_sound = 8 
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IU/e 

&namelisLo3 
dx = 14080, 
dy = 14080, 
dt = 90, 

technische universiteit eindhaven 

ztop = 19000., 
zdamp = sooo., 
dampcoef = 0.2, 
non_hydrostatic = .true., 
smdiv= 0.1, 
emdiv = 0 .01, 
epssm = .1, 
khdif = 0 , 
kvdif = 0 , 
mix_cr_len = 200., 
radt = 30, 
bidt= s. 
cudt = 5, 
julyr = 2001, 
julday = 4 , 
gmt = 12. 

&namelisLo4 
periodic_x = .false ., 
symmetric_xs = .false. , 
symmetric_xe = .false ., 
open_xs = .false. , 
open_xe = .false. , 
periodic_y = .false., 
symmetric_ys = .false ., 
open_ys = .false ., 
open_ye = .false ., 
nested = .false., 
specified = .true., 
top_radiation = .false ., 
chem_opt = o , 
mp_physics = 3, 
ra_lw_physics = 1, 
ra_sw_physics = 1, 
bLsfclay_physics = 1, 
bLsurface_physics = 1, 
bLpbLphysics = 1, 
cu_physics = 1, 
h_mom_adv_order = 5, 
v_morn_adv_order = 3, 
h_sca_adv_order = 5, 
v_sca_adv_order = 3, 



io_form_history = 2, 
io_form_restart = 2, 
io_form_input = 2, 
io_form_boundary = 2 

&namelisLo5 
starLyear = 2003 

starLmonth = 02 

starLday = 25 
starLhour = oo 
starLminute = oo, 
starLsecond = oo, 
end_year = 2003 

end_month = 03 

end_day = 01 

end_hour = 18 
end_minute = oo, 
end_second = oo, 
interval_seconds = 216oo 
real_data_iniLtype = 1 

&namelisLguilt 
nio_tasks_per_group = o, 
nio_groups = 1, 

I 
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